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Path of the pandemic: How the coronavirus came to Texas

While Musser has not studied COVID-19 in North Texas,
he said the virus likely followed a similar pattern here.
Both urban areas are major travel hubs that serve large,
diverse populations.
In the six months since the first COVID-19 case was
detected in Texas on March 4, scientists have worked to
understand how and when the virus first made its way
here, and how it spread through our communities. Tracing
its early path will help policymakers prepare for future
pandemics by showing how well interventions such as
travel restrictions and social distancing have worked.
Research shows the coronavirus likely arrived in Texas far
earlier than its first documented case near Houston and
spread quickly and silently. Its proliferation was aided by
limited testing and the ability of people with no symptoms
to transmit the virus.

Dr. Jam es Musser of Houston Methodist leads a
team that reconstructed how the virus arrived in
Texas (Courtesy of Houston Methodist Hospital)

Spencer Fox, who is part of a team of scientists who study the virus at the University of Texas at
Austin, said person-to-person transmission in Texas likely started by early- to mid-February, based
on the timing of the state's first hospitalizations and deaths.

A January arrival?
On Jan. 27, Lewisville resident Leonard Seiple developed a fever and intense body aches. One
moment he was shivering and the next he was burning up. He felt nauseated. At night, his lungs
burned as he coughed and struggled to breath.
Seiple, 57, went to see his doctor. She told him he probably
had influenza, though she didn't test him. Ten days passed
before Seiple, who had gotten his flu shot, started to improve.

Leonard Seiple's flu symptoms in January
m ay have been an early case of COVID-19.
(Sm iley N. Pool/ Staff Photographer)

In April, Seiple told his doctor he was sure he'd had COVID-19, so
she recommended he take a coronavirus antibody test. He took
the test, and it came back positive - a sign that he had contracted
COVID-19 and recovered from it.

Seiple had not left Texas. So if his January illness had been COVID-19, and not flu, could he have
been an early case? Dallas County's first case was diagnosed on March 10, but researchers who
have studied the outbreak in Wuhan, China, and across the U.S. say it's possible.
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